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Attempt all questions 

1. Consider the following code and answer the questions given below. If A,B,C,D are as follows     5 

➢ A=[2,7,3,8,12,1] 

➢ B=[1,5,3] 

➢ C=(5,3,8) 

➢ D=(4,6,2) 

Then what will be the Output of the following? 

i. A+B 

ii. A+C 

iii. C+D 

iv. C+2 

v. A+2 

Choose the correct option for each ( i  ti v) 

a. It will concatenate both Sequences 

b. It will add elements of first Object with Elements of second object 

c. Will produce Error 

2. If  X=[2,5,1,6,7,[3,4],9,8] and then Y=[2.5,5,1.6,6,7,5,2.9,28]       5 

what will be the output of following commands?  

i. X.sort() 

ii. Y.sort() 

iii. Y.sort (reverse=False) 

iv. Y.sort (reverse=True) 

Choose the correct option for each command from given possible answers. 

a) Will return Elements on object in Ascending Order 

b) It will arrange Element Elements on object in Ascending Order in place 

c) Will give Type Error 

d) Will give Syntax Error 

e) It will arrange Elements of  object in Descending Order, in place 

3. If St={'Name':'Sanyog','Age':17,'City':'Gwalior'} then what will be output of the following commands   5 

i. St[‘Age’] 

ii. St['Name':'City'] 

iii. St.pop(17) 

iv. St.pop(‘Name’) 

v. St.popitem() 

Choose the correct option for each command from given possible answers. 

a) It will return Value of specified Key 

b) It will remove Age from St 

c) It will remove last key: value from ST 

d) It will return Error 

e) It will return value of Name and City Column 

 



4. State True or False            5 

a. Tuple is mutable datatype that means we can modify element of tuple 

b. To delete last element of tuple T we use T.pop() 

c. To delete 3rd element of List L we use L.pop(3) 

d. With the help of sort() function we may arrange the tuple elements in Ascending or Descending 

order. 

e. Tuple is Ordered datatype in Python. 

 

5. Write Python commands to do the following         10 

a. To Create tuple with single element with name Q 

b. To create a Tuple( namely P) with elements 1,5,1,6,7,8,2,3,2 

c. To count total 1 present in the tuple P 

d. To find index position of Element 7 in tuple P 

e. To print 1,1,7,2,2 from Tuple P 

f. To print 1,6,7,8,2 from tuple P 

g. To delete complete tuple P 

h. To concatenate P with tuple Q 

i. To create a tuple T that store complete information of a Student Nikhil 

j. To print tuple P in reverse order 

6. If T=(5,7.8,4,2,56,13,1) , L=[3,5,98,56,32,26,10,41] and 

Dict1={‘C1’:’Gwalior’,’C2’:’Agra’,’C3’:’Indore’,’C4’:’Bhopal’} Give answer of the following    5 

a. Write command to find largest value from list L 

b. Write command to print how many times 2 is present in the Object L. 

c. Dict1. ______( ) method will return item with the given key, It is similar to dict1[key] 

d. Write command to print tuple T thrice. 

e. If we want to add data of new City ‘Puna’ to Dictionary. How to add new key value pair to 

dictionary Dict1.  Write command. 

7. What is the difference between List and Tuple        3 

8. What are the points to be kept in mind while creating Dictionary?      3 

9. What is/are the difference is between extend and insert function of List. Explain with the help of 

example.             3 

10. Which command is used to delete all data elements from the list L       1 

11. Write a program to read data of a student from user (using input ()) and create dictionary namely S1 

then print complete record.            3 

12.  Dictionary is immutable? or mutable? How? Justify your answer       2 


